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WELCOME TO THE JOHN WALLIS ACADEMY SIXTH FORM 
 

We would like to welcome you to The John Wallis Academy Sixth Form. We hope that your time with 

us will be valuable, enjoyable and rewarding and that your experience of the Sixth Form will be 

memorable. We want you to be successful and fully prepared for Higher/Further Education and the 

world of work. We will ensure that you receive excellent quality teaching, lots of support and 

guidance and that you are provided with the equipment and facilities which will enhance your 

opportunities. But this alone will not be enough; you will need to work hard, be organised and 

dedicated to your studies. 

During your time in the Sixth Form we will offer you numerous extra-curricular opportunities that 

will enable you to build a wide and varied portfolio of skills and experience.  This will undoubtedly 

benefit you when applying for universities or employment. We have high expectations of all our Sixth 

Form students and we encourage you to be as involved as possible in all aspects of Academy life. 

This handbook has been compiled to help you understand life in the Sixth Form, its procedures and 

expectations. It contains vital information and answers to some of the questions you might have. 

Please read it carefully today with your parents/carers and refer to it as often as needed throughout 

the year. As you settle into the Sixth Form, there will be a great deal of information to take on board; 

the handbook contains most of what you need to know. If, after reading this handbook, you are still 

unsure or concerned about anything, please come and talk to the Sixth Form Team. 

SIXTH FORM CODE OF CONDUCT AND GENERAL EXPECTATIONS 
 
 
At The John Wallis Academy Sixth Form, you are expected to: 

 Attend all lessons, registration periods, assemblies and private study periods 

 Arrive at all lessons on time 

 Complete all work set by the given deadline 

 Work to the best of your ability 

 Respect the right of other students to learn in lessons and when using other Academy facilities 

 Behave in a mature and responsible manner, recognising that you are a role model for 
students in Years 7 to 11 

 Stay on the Academy site from 8.30am until the end of the day except when participating 
in authorised activities off-site 

 Undertake not to engage in any paid work during Academy hours and recognise that working 
for more than 8 hours per week will have a negative impact on the time you can devote to 
your academic studies 

 Abide by the Sixth Form Dress Code 

 Agree to follow the rules on Behaviour, Attendance, and Respect for the Academy 
environment and Independent Study 

 Accept that failure to abide by this Code of Conduct may result in the Academy implementing 
the Sixth Form Disciplinary Procedure 

 
We will ask parents/carers to: 

 Support their son or daughter through two demanding years of education and attend    
meetings about their progress 

 Support the Academy through the implementation of the Sixth Form Code of Conduct 

 Notify the Academy of any absences by telephone or in writing (letter or e-mail) and to   

communicate any concerns or issues they might have as soon as possible to a member of the 

Sixth Form Team 

As an Academy, we will: 

 Provide you with well planned, interesting and challenging lessons 
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 Provide you with regular feedback about your attitude and progress through termly 
monitoring grades 

 Set work regularly, marking and returning it promptly with clear guidance on how you can 
improve 

 Ensure that appropriate work is set if a teacher is absent 

 Ensure that you and your parents/carers receive regular information on the progress you are 
making 

 Devise strategies to support you if you are not making satisfactory progress 

 Provide you with advice and guidance which will enable you to successfully apply for 
Higher/Further Education or Employment 

 Provide you with the opportunity to participate in a wide range of extra-curricular and 
enrichment activities 
 

THE ACADEMY DAY 
 

Lesson times at The John Wallis Academy Sixth Form are the same as for the rest of the Academy and 

although, at times, you will not be in lessons for the whole day, you will be expected to be in the 

Academy from 8.30am until the end of the Academy day (except when participating in authorised 

activities). 

ATTENDANCE 
 

Attendance is one of the key factors of your success and will therefore be closely tracked and 

monitored. It is a requirement of The John Wallis Academy Sixth Form that all students must attend 

all their timetabled commitments which include lessons, Independent Study periods, tutorials, 

assemblies, General R.E and P.S.H.E sessions and other enrichment activities that you will choose. 

Poor attendance will have a negative effect on your progress, your grades and your life in the Sixth 

Form in general. It will also affect the reference that the Academy must write about you at the end 

of the Sixth Form which you will need to apply for Higher Education or employment. 

Students must therefore aim for 100% attendance; below 95% will be a concern and action will be 

taken. 

As a result, you must always remember to: 

 

 Be in the Academy every day from 8.30 until 2.50 

 Ensure that you are registered for every lesson and timetabled session (tutor time, 

assembly etc) 

 Be punctual to lessons 

 Register with your personal tutor first then come to the Common Room on assembly days 

 Sign in for your Independent Study periods and then remain in the Silent Study Room 

 Catch up on any lesson you miss. It is your responsibility to hand work in, meet deadlines 

and to provide a valid reason for your absence 

 Be aware of your own attendance percentage and the number of lessons you have missed. 

These will be a regular point of discussion in tutor time and a good indicator of your 

performance and likelihood of success 

 Always sign out at Student Office if you leave the Academy premises and sign in again on 

your return  
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If you are absent due to illness, your parents/carers must telephone the Academy before 8am. Upon 

return to the Academy, you must ensure that you go and see your teachers to catch up on the work 

you missed. 

If you know in advance that you are going to be absent (i.e. University visit, medical appointment 

etc.) your parents will need to contact Mrs Groves by letter or email  at least 3 days before your 

absence. 

Please note that students will not be permitted to have driving lessons during the Academy day. 

DRESS CODE 

 

At The John Wallis Academy Sixth Form, you must dress formally, as if for business or formal office 

work. Sixth Form students’ clothes must be smart, modest and safe. Students must avoid displaying 

extremes of fashion. 

 
Hair 

Students’ hair should be well-kept, clean and moderate in style, length and treatment; artificial 

streaks or colouring that stands out in any way will not be allowed. Boys’ hair must not be longer 

than collar-length and boys must be clean-shaven. The Academy reserves the right to ask students to 

cut their hair, change their hairstyle or shave facial hair if their presentation falls below an 

acceptable level. 

Trousers 

Trousers must be formal, smart and plain.  Jeans, tracksuits, cords, leggings, jeggings and casual 

trousers will not be allowed. 

Jewellery 

Jewellery must be discreet and minimal. You must not wear any facial jewellery other than a pair of 

earrings, if you so wish.  

Shoes 

Shoes must be appropriately practical and sensible. Heels of medium height, if reasonably robust, 

are acceptable. Stilettos, trainers, open-toed sandals, flip-flops, canvas shoes and Ugg-type boots 

will not be allowed. 

 

 

•Leather shoes

•Trousers

•Formal blazer/jacket

•Shirt

•Tie

MALE

•Leather shoes

•Knee-length skirt or dress (with 
tights)

•Formal blazer/jacket

•Trousers

•Blouse or shirt

FEMALE
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Coats 

To save parents/carers money we do not specify a Sixth Form overcoat, raincoat or anorak. However, 

coats should be of a dark colour (navy blue, dark grey or black) and smart. Brightly coloured 

jackets/anoraks, hooded sports sweatshirts, or garments with a logo or brand name are not 

acceptable. 

Any final guidance on the Sixth Form dress code is at the discretion of the Principal. 

CURRICULUM AND STUDY EXPECTATIONS 

 

At The John Wallis Academy Sixth Form, we will expect the vast majority of students to take 4 courses 

in Year 12.  Students will be allowed to drop one of them in Year 13 should they wish to. Some 

students may take less than 4 subjects depending on individual ability or course requirements and 

after consultation with the Leader of Sixth Form and the Principal. These students will not be allowed 

to drop subjects in Year 13. As a result, timetables will look different from one student to another. 

All students will be expected to take part in enrichment activities (see Enrichment Section). 

In the Sixth Form, independent study is crucial to ensure good progress. There is no such thing as a 

“Free Period”. A period where a student does not have a taught lesson is a study period and there is 

never an excuse for saying that there is no work to do. There is ALWAYS some work to do. Some 

students make a big mistake believing that they can succeed by just attending lessons. 

You need to be pro-active in your studies and look to learn as much and as often as possible. For 

every hour spent in the classroom, you should spend at least another hour in independent study 

completing homework, coursework, wider reading, research, writing up notes from lessons or revision 

(which must be done all year round and not just before exams). External reading around topics is 

often the difference between gaining and missing out on university places or apprenticeships. 

You must make sure that you manage your time appropriately so that you can meet all deadlines for 

homework, coursework and other assignments and that you do not feel “overloaded”. Universities 

and employers will request information about your ability to meet deadlines and we make specific 

reference to this on all reference documentation. 

EMPLOYMENT 
 

We understand that paid employment provides money, skills and work experience which are useful 

to students. However we recommend that students do no more than 8 hours paid employment per 

week as it will have a detrimental effect on their study time. Under no circumstance should paid 

employment take place during the Academy day. 

BEHAVIOUR 
 

At The John Wallis Academy Sixth Form, we expect all our students to be role models at all times, 

and as such to be mature, polite, helpful, hard-working, honest and respectful of our Academy and 

its members. 
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TOBACCO, ALCOHOL AND ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES 
 

Students are not allowed to smoke, to bring or consume any alcohol or illegal substances onto or near 

the premises. Students are not allowed to engage in any behaviour which is considered unacceptable 

by the Academy. Such behaviour may result in immediate exclusion from the Academy. 

MOBILE PHONES  
 

The use of mobile phones is not allowed in the Academy, except during break time and lunch time in 

the Common Room, if used discreetly. Failure to do so will result in phones being confiscated.  

You will not be allowed to use any phones in any other areas apart from the one mentioned above-

even walking between lessons. You must also ensure that you remove your earphones when moving 

around the Academy. They should not be visible. 

CARS/MOTORCYCLES 
 

Parking on the Academy site is limited so Sixth Form students are not permitted to park in the 

Staff/Visitor car park. Driving carelessly or dangerously on or near the Academy premises may result 

in immediate exclusion from the Academy. 

THE SIXTH FORM CENTRE 
 

The Sixth Form Centre is primarily for Sixth Form use during the Academy day. It includes the Common 

Room, two study rooms with computers, the Silent Study Room, the Sixth Form office, meeting room 

and a kitchen area.  

Sixth Form students must ensure that they look after the Sixth Form Centre and that the place is 

always kept tidy and litter free. 

THE COMMON ROOM 
 

The Common Room is the Sixth Form students’ social area. It can only be used before 8.30am, during 

break, lunch time and after the Academy day. It is not a social area during lesson time as it becomes 

a study area. 

It is an adult environment and must be treated as such. During break and lunchtime, you will be 

allowed to eat and drink in the Common Room. You will be able to use the microwave, the kettle 

and crockery available in the kitchen area. In return, we expect you to be sensible when using 

kitchenware, to clean up after yourselves and to ensure that the Common Room is kept neat, tidy 

and litter free. Students will not be allowed to consume hot meals bought from the Restaurant in the 

Common Room. All supplies for hot drinks will need to be provided by the students themselves. 

THE STUDY AREAS 
 

There are various study areas in the Sixth Form Centre. The main Study Room is the Silent Study 

Area. It is designed for students to work individually and quietly. There are also two rooms with 

computers where you may work quietly. You are again reminded to look after the area and ensure 
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all equipment is used sensibly and appropriately. The Common Room becomes a quiet study area 

during lesson time. 

No food or drink will be allowed in either of the study rooms.  

  

EATING AREAS 
 

As in previous years, Sixth Form students will be able to use the Restaurant during break time and 

lunchtime. Sixth Form lunch will take place from 1.15pm-1.50pm. Students will not be allowed to 

consume hot meals purchased from the Restaurant in the Common Room. 

THE ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME 

 

All Sixth Form students will participate in an enrichment curriculum. This will consist of General 

Religious Education, Tutorial, General Physical Education and Work Related Learning.  

Sixth Form students will also be given the opportunity to get involved in voluntary work in our local 

community.  

Opportunities to become a mentor, to work on a one-to-one basis with students in lower years 

(including pupils from the Primary phase), and to develop leadership skills will also be available to 

Sixth Form students. Whenever possible, you will also be expected to take part in (and lead) the 

Academy enrichment programme, assemblies, charity and fundraising events.. 

TUTOR TIME 

 

All Sixth Form students will be in a tutor group composed of Year 12 and Year 13 students. Students 

will be expected to register and attend all tutorials and assemblies.  

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND INFORMATION, ADVICE & GUIDANCE (IAG) 

 

Issues related to careers, healthy living, personal safety and economic well-being will be addressed 

through Sixth Form assemblies. A wide range of topics will be covered, aiming for your involvement 

as much as possible. It is important that you leave school with an understanding of basic politics, 

health and safety issues such as safe driving and alcohol use, as well as learning skills to live 

independently. 

Towards the end of Year 12 and throughout Year 13, we will prepare you for employment and Higher 

Education. You will have the opportunity to go to Higher Education Conferences, university open days 

and business visits. We will also teach interview skills and mock interviews for you will be held on a 

regular basis. 

Personal tutors will closely monitor students, act as a communication link and generally guide you 

through the Sixth Form. During tutor time, as part of the Information Advice and Guidance 

programme, you will be given career information, guidance and practical help with target setting, 

revision techniques, coping with exam pressure, writing CVs, personal statements and with the 

Universities & Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS) applications. 
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PERSONALISED PARTICIPATION IN SPORT AND EXERCISE (P.P.S.E) 

 

P.P.S.E is timetabled once a week. Students will be offered a free choice across a selection of 

activities in our excellent sporting facilities. Basketball, volleyball, badminton, rugby, cricket, table 

tennis, trampolining, bowling, netball, football, golf and aerobics are all popular sports that our 

students will be able to enjoy under P.E staff supervision. The focus is very much on enjoyment and 

participation.  

GENERAL RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 

 

The General RE course will provide an environment where spiritual and moral aspects of life can be 

explored and debated and where discussion on faith can take place in an open and friendly manner. 

A series of speakers will give presentations on different religious and moral issues and these will be 

followed up or prepared for in smaller group sessions.   

 

We will offer Sixth Form students a number of voluntary work opportunities.  These will help students 

to develop organisational and interpersonal skills which will be essential at university or in 

employment. The opportunities are varied and you will be able to apply for your chosen activities 

when you join the Sixth Form.  

Activities will be carried out in the Academy and will include helping younger students in lessons, the 

Young Enterprise Scheme, supporting departments, supporting the school office, organising and 

maintaining school displays and leading charity initiatives. 

We will also provide you with opportunities to work outside the Academy with local businesses, and 

serving the community by helping those less fortunate, less privileged, less able or younger than 

yourself. Typical venues are hospitals, charity shops, old people’s homes and the Primary phase of 

the Academy. 

You will maintain a file to record the tasks you carry out and will request staff to write supporting 

statements in your file.  

If you wish, you will be able to take part in the voluntary work programme through The Duke of 

Edinburgh Gold Award programme.   

SIXTH FORM COUNCIL & SENIOR PREFECT TEAM 

 

Students will have opportunities both formally and informally to express their ideas and opinions 

through student council meetings and through conversations with the Sixth Form council members. 

There will be an opportunity for all students to apply for a position on the council, as well as for the 

posts of Head Boy and Head Girl and Senior Prefect. 

 

 

VOLUNTARY WORK PROGRAMME 
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MONITORING,TARGET SETTING, TRACKING  

 
 
In order to assess students’ progress, monitoring of attainment and effort will take place at regular 
intervals throughout the Sixth Form. 
 
At the start of Year 12 students will be given a target grade for each of their subjects. It will be 
based on data and knowledge about prior performance (GCSE grades) and will be discussed between 
students and subject teacher and should represent a realistic yet challenging target. 
 
Progress throughout the year will be monitored against this target. Targets may be reviewed during 
the year if they prove to be unrealistically high or too low. 
 
Each term there will be an assessment which will allow teachers to provide current attainment grades 
which will range from A to U. Additional data will include information about whether students are on 
target, have shown exceptional performance, or if teachers have any concerns. 
Personal tutors will discuss students’ tracking grades on a one-to-one basis.  
 
If students are underperforming in several subjects, they will be asked to see Mrs McParland, Assistant 
Principal, so that appropriate intervention can be taken. This may be additional support from subject 
teachers or mentors, additional supervised study sessions or a review of the subjects being taken. 
Some students will be asked to see the Principal and parents will be involved where a problem 
persists. 
 
Parents’ Evening will be a chance for students and their parents/carers to meet the individual subject 
teachers to discuss specific strengths and areas for improvement in each subject. Please see Term 
Dates for details. 
 


